
Print Expert Sources  
from LexisNexis® and Matthew Bender®

When you’re assigned to research  
legal questions with which you have 
little or no experience, where do  

you start? If your first impulse is to perform a  
best-guess word search on the open Web, you’re 
likely to spend hours sifting through dozens  
or even hundreds of irrelevant, outdated or  
unreliable results.

Wouldn’t it be faster and easier to simply browse 
a topical table of contents and go directly to 
comprehensive analysis of the exact question 
you are researching? And wouldn’t you feel 
more confident knowing that your resulting work 
product is based on expert-authored sources the 
courts cite as authoritative?

We’ve prepared this quick-start guide to help you 
understand how expert sources from LexisNexis® 
and Matthew Bender® can help you save time 
by researching more efficiently—and give you 
confidence that you are providing the most 
effective legal representation.

Your quick-start guide to using expert sources 
for confident, cost-effective legal research



 Analytical Treatises
 Deep-dive analysis of the laws pertaining to specific practice areas  

or jurisdictions, written by the most trusted names in their fields—
Collier, Chisum, Moore, Larson, Nimmer and many others.  
Matthew Bender publications are regularly cited by leading courts, 
including the U.S. Supreme Court. And because they are updated on 
average three times a year, you can be confident that their coverage is  
up to date with the most recent cases, statutes and emerging issues.

First Things First:  
What Are Expert 
Sources?

 Practice Guides
 Designed to guide you step-by-step through a litigation matter or a business transaction, 

these portable, quick-answer Guides combine the authority of our analytical publications 
with practical, task-oriented guidance on a variety of subjects. The LexisNexis® 
AnswerGuide™ and Matthew Bender® Practice Guide publications offer a wealth of tips 
and practice guidance including checklists, strategic points, warnings, exceptions, traps, 
timing issues and prerequisites. You also get detailed, step-by-step instructions and sample 
searches for accessing relevant statutes, regulations, cases and other expert sources online 
via the LexisNexis services at lexis.com®.

 Forms Collections
 Drafting forms are key tasks attorneys perform for their clients, company 

or agency. LexisNexis and Matthew Bender litigation and transactional 
forms products save time by helping you create critical forms in a 
fraction of the time it would take to create them from scratch, and help 
ensure that they are completed correctly.



Q:  How do you begin researching a legal issue  
or transaction with which you have little or  
no experience?

Q:  How to you proceed when you’re assigned 
to prepare materials for a matter involving an 
emerging issue or one in which primary law is 
vague or ambiguous? 

Q:  Where can you find ideas on how to  
craft counter arguments when settled law  

is contrary to your position?

When faced with common situations 
like these, many attorneys turn 
first to the open Web. Expecting 
to find the information they need 
instantly, these attorneys instead 
end up wasting hours or even days 
trying to sift through and make 
sense of vast amounts of results, 

often without any confidence that 
the information returned is relevant, 

reliable or current.

Many successful  
attorneys know that using  
expert sources in print is the 
cost-effective and reliable way to 
research legal issues. Here’s why:

 Expert Sources Save Time
 Rely on expert sources to quickly locate authoritative 

analysis that provides the context and background on a 
topic or area of law, and sets the course and direction for 
the more detailed research to follow—without wasting 
time trying to weed out irrelevant and unreliable results 
from open Web searches.

 Expert Sources Save Money
 Beginning your research with expert sources in print is 

cost-effective for your firm, company or agency. Turn 
to expert sources first to quickly gain a comprehensive 
understanding of the issue you are researching—complete 
with citations to the most relevant laws, regulations, cases 
and other sources—before going online.

 Expert Sources Provide 
Confidence

 Expert sources from LexisNexis and Matthew Bender 
are written by leading authorities in their areas of law, 
and are frequently cited by the courts. Rely on the work 
product of experts who have analyzed the law, learn how 
the experts have applied the law to a number of different 
fact patterns, and get ideas on how to tailor that analysis 
to your situation. Feel confident that you are providing 
the most effective and efficient legal representation while 
saving yourself valuable research time in the process.

Why Incorporate Expert Sources  
into Your Legal Research?



How to Jump-Start Legal Research 
Using Expert Sources in Print

• Read in-depth analysis to become familiar with 
your research topic, discover new ideas or 
potential counter arguments to your position, and 
confirm answers—especially when confronted by 
complex or unresolved points of law.

• Get citations to leading cases, statutes and 
regulations that you can then Shepardize® online 
to ensure they are still good law.

• Understand the underlying policy reasons for 
the enactment of federal and state rules and 
regulations.

• More readily understand code-based law through 
expert reconciliations of multiple sections of the 
same code or related codes and the cases that 
interpret them.

• Quickly find references to terms or topics you 
can’t locate in the table of contents using expert-
drafted indexes.

Utilize timesaving forms and documents.  

• Browse the Table of Contents of a forms collection to locate  
current, practice-proven forms you can use to draft litigation filings  
or transactional agreements.

• Get expert, clause-by-clause commentary  
on when and how to use each form.

Gain in-depth understanding of an issue  
with expert analysis. 

• Browse the Table of Contents to find your topic in context.

• See other topics listed immediately above or below your topic that may be even 
more relevant to your question.



Acquire concise, how-to 
procedural guidance.  

• Browse the Table of Contents of a practice guide to  
get step-by-step guidance on procedural matters.

• Utilize checklists that guide you through complex 
procedures and help ensure you don’t miss any  
critical steps.

• Find tips, warnings and other practical advice for 
dealing with situations you’re likely to encounter in 
practice.

• More readily understand important points by reading 
real-life examples with citations throughout the text.

• Get timing indicators to make sure you don’t miss 
critical deadlines.



Print Expert Sources  
from LexisNexis® and Matthew Bender®

For more information  
about expert sources available for your practice area or  
jurisdiction, contact your LexisNexis Sales Representative,  
visit the LexisNexis Store at www.lexisnexis.com/store  
or call 1-800-223-1940.
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